Issues and Opportunities

Additional Issues
- Transportation and accessibility improvements and considerations (connectivity, pedestrian rights-of-way, on-road, off-road, pedestrian paths, development)
- Pedestrian and accessibility planning
- Development impacts on water quality and water demands
- Wildlife conservation and habitat restoration
- Limited access to outdoor facilities for operations

Additional Opportunities
- Integration of utility and infrastructure in sustainable initiatives
- Expanded research areas and facilities for university programs
- Enhanced recreational and educational facilities
- Experience of programming offerings and facilities
- Create diverse nature experience
- Incorporate experiences and rituals
- Expansion of Research
- Expansion of trails and pathways

What did we get right? What did we miss?

- Enhance existing garden collections and add new collections
- Enhance existing and new trail system
- Incorporate diverse trail systems throughout garden
- Expand circulation routes, extending walk of garden experiences
- Balance wildlife viewing and garden health